
      

Promo Mechanics 

1. The Promotion is open to all Metrobank Peso credit cards: Metrobank Vantage Card, Peso Platinum Mastercard, 
World Mastercard, Femme Visa, Femme Signature Visa, Travel Platinum Visa, Rewards Plus Visa, ON Internet 
Mastercard, PSBank Credit Mastercard, Toyota Mastercard and Titanium Mastercard credit cardholders in good 
standing. The Promotion is not applicable to Metrobank Dollar cards, YAZZ Prepaid Visa, Metrobank Prepaid and 
Debit cards. 
 

2. The promo period is from October 1, 2019 to December 31, 2019. The redemption period is from              
October 1, 2019 to February 29, 2020. 
 

3. A principal cardholder will receive one (1) token code via SMS for a minimum single-receipt purchase using his/ 
her Metrobank credit card. Redemption of each token code is valid until February 29, 2020.  
 

4. “Valid spending” includes all retail transactions such as purchases at groceries, department stores, gasoline 
stations, restaurants, Internet and Mail Order/Telephone Order, foreign currency transactions, etc.; and 
merchant installment transactions such as but not limited to installment purchase of appliances, jewelry, etc. 
 

5. Other transactions such as, Bills2Pay, Balance Transfer, Balance Conversion, Cash2Go, Cash Advance, are 
excluded from this promotion. 
 

6. All principal cardholders are required to update their mobile numbers with Metrobank Card Corporation (MCC) 
to qualify in the promo. 
 

7. Token codes shall be sent to the cardholder via SMS to their registered mobile number found in Metrobank 
Card’s database within 24 hours from the time the valid transaction was made.  For principal cardholders with 
multiple mobile numbers, MCC shall apply the first mobile number registered to the primary cardholder’s 
account found in Metrobank Card Corporation’s (MCC) database. 
 

8. Qualified transactions made by supplementary cardholders will be credited to the principal cardholder’s 
account. 
 

9. Once a token code is received via SMS, the principal cardholder simply clicks the token code link found in the 
message to obtain the McDonald’s eGC value code via SMS. Cardholder must have strong data or WIFI 
connectivity in order to access token code landing page. The McDonald’s eGC value code a cardholder can 
receive is broken down as follows: 

 For a minimum single-receipt purchase of P2,000 (straight retail) 
o One (1) McCrispy Chicken Fillet Sandwich Solo OR 
o One (1) McFlurry with Oreo 

 

 For a minimum single-receipt purchase of P3,000 (straight retail or merchant installment) 
o One (1) McDonald’s P100 eGC value code 

 

 For a minimum single-receipt purchase of P50,000 (merchant installment only) 
o One (1) McDonald’s P500 eGC value code 

 
10. Qualified cardholders will receive a McDonald’s eGC value code via SMS through their registered mobile 

numbers within 24 hours, which they can use to redeem directly at any McDonald’s branches nationwide. Visit 
http://mymcc.gift to view all McDonald’s redemption branches.  Awarding of the McDonald’s eGC value code 
will be fulfilled by M2Cash Corporation for McDonald’s.   
 
The Value Gift SMS codes of the cardholder shall be determined by the following: 

a. The resulting confirmatory message prompt after each entry at the token code landing page; 
b. Metrobank Card’s McDonald’s My Swipe My Treat Promo campaign internal validated database and 

logs. 
 

11. To redeem, the principal cardholder must proceed to any participating McDonald’s store nationwide and 
present the unique McDonald’s eGC value code sent to the cardholder’s registered valid mobile number. The 
corresponding monetary value of the McDonald’s eGC value code presented will be directly deducted from the 
total food items purchased at a McDonald’s store. The McDonald’s eGC value code can only be used once. 
 

http://mymcc.gift/


12. Under this promo, no change shall be given for purchase of food items made less than the corresponding 
monetary value of the McDonald’s eGC value code and the difference or unused balance shall be deemed 
waived and/or forfeited. 
 

13. A principal cardholder can redeem their McDonald’s eGC value code at any McDonald’s store nationwide. 
 

14. Redemption for the McDonald’s eGC value code is valid for front counter dine-in or take-out orders only. Not 
valid for McDonald’s Drive-Thru, Dessert Centres, kiosks, or McDelivery. 
 

15. A principal cardholder is allowed to redeem a maximum of three (3) McDonald’s eGC value codes per 
McDonald’s store, per visit, per day.  
 

16. All unredeemed McDonald’s eGC value codes will be forfeited after February 29, 2020. In addition, the 
McDonald’s eGC value codes are to be fully consumed only on food purchases and cannot be exchanged for cash 
or discounts. The McDonald’s eGC value codes are not valid in conjunction with any ongoing promotions or 
discounts of McDonald’s. 
 

17. Senior Citizens, Persons with Disability, National Athletes and Coaches discounts are not applicable to purchases 
made using the McDonald’s eGC.  
 

18. A principal cardholder is entitled up to a maximum of thirty (30) token codes for the duration of the promo 
period per unique Metrobank credit card. Cardholder will receive an SMS on his/her supposed 31st token code. 
 

19. MCC will accommodate cardholder re-sending requests for token codes but subject for approval. Should the 
principal cardholder request for a change in his mobile number during the promotion period, only succeeding 
token codes earned will be sent to the new mobile number of the principal cardholder. Previously sent token 
codes will be treated as part of the maximum redemptions cap of thirty (30) token codes per unique Metrobank 
credit card. 
 

20. Metrobank Card Corporation (MCC) reserves the right to disqualify a previously approved transaction that was 
cancelled or charged back within the program period. Should the cardholder receive the incentive but was later 
on deemed unqualified for not meeting the requirements of the incentives due to disputes arising from 
erroneous, invalid, fraudulent or unauthorized transactions, the cost of the incentive shall be charged by MCC to 
the cardholder’s credit card account.  
 

21. In case of dispute in respect to the cardholder’s eligibility, actual SMS, token code presented, etc., MCC’s 
decision shall prevail. All questions or disputes regarding the cardholder’s eligibility for the promo or for any 
redemption shall be resolved by MCC at its discretion.  
 

22. The use of the Metrobank Credit Card in connection with this promo is subject to the Terms & Conditions 
governing the issuance of Metrobank Credit Card. 
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